MJ SORORITY BULLETIN
INCREASED RISK OF ATTIC FIRES & RAMIFICATIONS
EXCERPT FROM NEWS & NOTES
Year end 2017, the MJ Sorority Department was very pleased to see that we now have
seventy-eight percent (78%) of our chapter houses under the additional protection of a fire
suppression system. The leadership of the women’s fraternities and sororities are to be
complemented on this attention to safety for their members and the preservation and
protection of their property.
The goal of having a fire sprinkler system is twofold:
+ To reduce significantly or entirely the risk of fatalities in a sorority chapter house due to
fires
+ To reduce significantly the ultimate property damage of the claim and disruption to
your operations
As a reminder where a fire sprinkler system is installed, the property owner or house
corporation has the benefit of a forty percent (40%) credit to their property insurance
premium, which is a substantial financial benefit to the property owner.
Those chapter houses that are sprinklered were generally following the NFPA Code 13R,
which required sprinklers except in the attic space. There was the assumption that there
would be limited access to the attic space and the attic would be clear of storage and of
any other use. The cost advantages of the NFPA 13R code over the prior code of NFPA 13
are substantial, ranging roughly 40-60 percent less. This is due to several reasons:
+ Pipe material can be plastic instead of steel (product cost and installation costs)
+ Attics do not have to be sprinklered if limited access and use
A trend has emerged with more fires occurring in the attic which has caused the property
insurance underwriter some concern. Since there are no sprinklers in the attic, a fire that
begins in the attic burns for a period of time undiscovered. It is only when the roofing is
burned through and/or burns through the ceiling of the floor below that the building fire is
detected. Valuable time has been lost where the fire department has not been notified as
the sprinkler system goes off only after the fire burns through another area beyond the
original origin site.
The fire results in more dollars loss per fire, it is harder to detect, it becomes larger in size and
causes more widespread flame damage. Water damage also affects the dollar loss per fire
since the fire is attached at the highest level by the fire department, affecting all of the floors
below as opposed to a fire that is attacked on lower floors only.
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We have considered how to address this exposure from a risk management stand point and
offer up the two recommendations (applies to both sprinklered and non-sprinklered
buildings):
1. Careful attention needs to be given to any electrical devices that may be operational in
the attic, such as electric fans, humidifier, etc. Electrical malfunction is the leading cause
of attic fires; three out of four of the largest fires in the MJ Sorority Department were due
to electrical malfunction.
Any time that work is being done on these electrical devises, it is important to use
contractors that have adequate insurance in case a claim occurs that arose out of their
work on the item. Should the contractor cause the fire, then the insurance company
would have recourse against the contractors own insurance coverage to pay for the
damage to your property. See www.mjsorority.com for more details on this matter.
It would also be wise to pay particular attention to the attic space after the work has
been done to ensure that the completed work appears to be functioning as intended.
2. Install a heat detection/sensor or rate of rise detection/sensor, which is hooked up to your
fire alarm system to give quick notice to the fire department of a fire in the attic and the
occupants of the chapter house so they can evacuate. These devises can alert fire
projection when the temperature in the area spikes up from a fire starting in the space.
These sensors are relatively inexpensive and are connected to the fire alarm system. You
need to contact your fire alarm system company to get more information of the
additional risk management tool.
Tattletale is a portable alarm company that distributes important fire safety tools. Tattletale is
also a business partner with Travelers Insurance, the property and liability insurance company
for MJ Sorority clients, which enables MJ Sorority clients to have access to preferred pricing.
These units are hooked up to the existing fire alarm system and are very reasonably priced.
Of our top four largest claims, three of the four started in an attic and the floors below were
indeed sprinklered. As you can imagine when a fire occurs, the liability insurance company
underwriter is very pleased that there has been no fatalities; however, the property insurance
underwriter is less pleased because with an undetected attic fire, the cost of the ultimate loss
is direct damage and loss of use claims are far more substantial than what they would have
been if the attic had been sprinklered.
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In order to preserve the 40 percent credit, we have two options as we see it:
1. Install a sprinkler system in your attic, which would be outrageously expensive and
impractical or
2. Install the two or three rate to rise detectors/sensors which has a very reasonable price
tag
We urge you to review your system and if the attic is not sprinklered, make arrangements to
get the rate to rise detectors/sensors installed. We do believe that in a fairly short period of
time that the only way to maintain your forty percent credit will be to have these
detectors/sensors installed in your attic.
As a property owner, the safety of your resident members is one of your biggest
responsibilities, and we believe that these additional risk management recommendations will
help you control your risks.
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